CONTRACT #005-139

FLOOR CARE
NANO EDGE®
OSCILLATING SCRUBBERS

EDGE ISO
ORBITAL STRIPPING
MACHINE

The NANO EDGE® machines give
operators the ability to remove multiple
layers of finish without using chemicals.
Cleans grout lines with ease and is
perfect for stairwells or any other small
area application that walk-behind
scrubbers cannot access due to size.

Cleans and restores a large range
of hard floor types. The oscillating
action combined with a large
range of pads and screens makes
fast work of hard floors. High
performance motors and down
pressure provides an unmatched
standard of cleaning. Wheels make
it easier to maneuver and the
removable weights are now side
mounted for better overall balance.
PJP#
299202

MFG#
30020TE16B

PJP#
299201
299200

Description

Pack

Uses 20'' x 14'' Pad, 3450 RPM

1/ea.

Option for EDGE floor machine.
MFG#
300004

Description

Pack

10 2'' Path, 4100 RPM, 120VAC
101/2'' Path, 4100 RPM, Battery Powered

1/ea.
1/ea

1/

NANO EDGE® STARTER PAD KIT

EDGE ONBOARD HEPA VAC
PJP#
299207

MFG#
10009TE16B
10009TEDC

Description

Pack

120V

1/ea

Starter kit includes: 10 ECO Prep Pads (EDGE-7007), 5 HD
Dominator Strip Pads (EDGE-7006), 4 Blue Scrub Pads
(EDGE-7003), 2 Magic Eraser Pads (EDGE-7027), 2 White Polish
Pads (EDGE-7005), 2 White Driver Pads (EDGE-7025), (1) Tile/Grout
Pad (EDGE-7018).
PJP#
299211

MFG#
EDGE7041

Description
Starter Kit

Pack
1/ea.

EDGE GROUT RENOVATOR PAD

Use wet with chemicals on most uneven surfaces.
PJP#
299208

MFG#
EDGE4069

Description

Pack

20'' X 14'', Blue

1/ea.

BASEBOARD CART
PJP#
299212

MFG#
NANO5000D

Description

Pack

w/Pigtail Cord

1/ea.

ADVOLUTION™ 20
BURNISHER

Description

Pack

This corded electric floor burnisher is
designed to maximize performance,
productivity and ease of use. Features
Flex Floor Technology that enables the
motor to pivot and hug the contours
of the floor’s surface. Work during
the day thanks to the low sound
levels of 67 dBA. 75' SuperFlex™ cord
with SafeStart™ function. EZ Store™
construction minimizes storage space.
Features a carbon brush replacement
indicator light, electrically detachable
motor, easy-access dust bag and a 1.5
hp direct drive motor.

17'' Path, 175 RPM
20'' Path, 175 RPM

1/ea.
1/ea.

PJP#
299223

VENOM™ FLOOR BUFFERS

These reliable, simple and powerful
low-speed buffers have easy-touse, fingertip controls and come with
motor-mounted pad driver storage.
These buffers are constructed with an
all-steel, triple planetary gear box. Units
come equipped with a 1.5 hp, 66-frame
motor. Pad driver included.
PJP#
229228
229230
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MFG#
VN1715
VN2015
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MFG#
01510A

Description

Pack

20'' Path, 1500 RPM

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

FLOOR CARE

DRAGON DUST-CONTROL BURNISHER

Features passive dust-control with cloth collector bag for easy
cleaning as well as easy-to-use, fingertip controls. LED pad
pressure indicator ensures proper pressure. Folding handle for
quick storage. Handle-mounted handle release.
PJP#
229236

MFG#
DR2000DC

Description

Pack

20'' Path, 2000 RPM

1/ea.

MA10 12E UPRIGHT SCRUBBER
™

The compact, lightweight design allows you to
clean very tight areas with superior productivity.
The single-pass scrub and dry performance
provides quick access to cleaned areas. Twohand grip provides comfortable operation.
Removable tank in tank design makes filling and
emptying easier. Low deck profile gives the
operator easy access to hard-to-reach
areas. Dosing cap makes adding the
right amount of detergent much easier.
Includes manual suction hose that offers the
ability to reach less accessible areas. Carpet care kit included.
PJP#
299225

MFG#

Description

Pack

107408161

12.2'' Path, 0.8/1 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

VENOM™ HI-SPEED BURNISHER

This burnisher features easy-to-use fingertip controls and large
transport wheels. Handle comes mounted with a circuit breaker.
A heavy-duty, 1.5 hp, DC rectified motor and a safety lock-out
switch also come standard. Flexible pad driver included.
PJP#
223235

MFG#
VN1500

Description

Pack

20'' Path, 1500 RPM

1/ea.

MA30™ 13B
MICRO SCRUBBER

Sweep, scrub and dry in a single
pass. Compact design is ideal for
scrubbing small spaces. A powerful
36V Lithium battery provides up to
40 minutes run time and operates at
only 66 dBA allowing for daytime cleaning of
noise sensitive areas. Cordless design ensures a safer cleaning
environment and flexible cleaning options. Tank-in-tank design
for easy handling when emptying and refilling. One-Touch™
button for switching on all the machine functions.
PJP#
299227

MFG#
56385457

Description

Pack

Scrubber w/Fast Charger
		 14'' Path, 1.6 gal
299226
9100002070 Lithium-Ion Battery, 36V

1/ea.
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1/ea.

FLOOR CARE
SC401™ WALK-BEHIND SCRUBBER

Cleaning efficiency in a small scrubber with dependable cleaning
performance and an easy to use design. The SC401 walk-behind automatic
scrubber is a cost-effective alternative to labor-intensive mop and bucket
cleaning and high-priced, large automatic scrubbers. With its centerpivot squeegee system, optimal blade pressure and superior pick-up
performance in forward and reverse, just one pass leaves floors clean, dry
and ready for use. Simplify operation and minimize user training thanks to
the intuitive, easy to use controls. Clean for over an hour on a single tank
of solution and meet green-cleaning standards with the Smart Solutions™
solution flow control and large solution and recovery tanks. Work during the
day or in noise sensitive areas with a low operating sound level of only 67
dBA. Ensure complete cleaning of the recovery tank and vacuum shut-off
float thanks to the large, easy to access recovery tank cover.
PJP#
299221

MFG#
56385363

		
		

Description

Pack

Scrubber w/Traction Drive, 17'' Path,
7.9 gal. Solution/Recovery, 86 Ah AGM

1/ea.

MIDLITE GRIT™ 180 BRUSHES

For general purpose scrubbing of sealed or unsealed concrete, stone, terrazzo, quarry
tile and other resilient hard floor surfaces. The nylon bristles are impregnated with
medium sized silicon carbide grit.
PJP#
229229
229231

MFG#
56505918
56505928

Description

Pack

17''
20'' (See Page 17 for 20'' Stand-On Scrubber)

1/ea.
1/ea.

ADPHIBIAN™ MULTI-SURFACE EXTACTOR-SCRUBBER

This soft and hard floor machine is designed to answer the multiple cleaning
demands you face today; demands like getting maximum efficiency and
flexibility from your operators and your equipment. It enables the cleaning
staff to use one machine to pre-spray, and extract carpets and also scrub
hard floors. Operators are able to switch between pre-spraying and extracting
at the push of a button. A thirty second tools-free changeover lets operators
switch between using a full-functioning carpet extractor and a full-functioning
cylindrical scrubber. The patented AXP™ Onboard Detergent Dispensing
System lets the operator choose the perfect cleaning solution for all floor
surfaces. With patented LIFT™ technology (Low-moisture, Indirect-spray, Fast
dry time, True cleaning), a unique indirect spray leaves carpets clean and dry
in less than 30 minutes.
MFG#
56317010

Description

Pack

Dual 24'' Brushes, 20/16 gal. Solution/Recovery
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1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

FLOOR CARE
XS20 WALK-BEHIND COMPACT FLOOR SCRUBBER

Rigid design in a small and powerful foot-print, the XSC 20 Pad Assist Floor Scrubber
is a workhorse. Ideal size for applications with tight working spaces. The disk style
scrub brush is installed and removed without tools to allow ease when switching
between different brushes or pads, depending upon the application’s needs. The
squeegee blades can be rotated or flipped without tools. Steel frame construction
and durable components. Simplify maintenance with easy access to the battery
and recovery tank. Pad Assist Drive/Pressure controlled with easy to use adjustment
knob. Easily operate and maneuver with push button forward and toggle reverse.
Clean any hour of the day with approved sound levels less than 67 dBA. Increase
productivity with over 2 hours of run time between dump and refill.
PJP#
299205

MFG#
XSC20PA

Description

Pack

20'' Path, 10 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

PARTS/ACCESSORIES
PJP#
299219
299220

MFG#
M015
M013

Description

Pack

Battery Pack, Wet 150 Ah
Onboard Charger, Wet 15A CEC

1/ea.
1/ea.

M20R WALK-BEHIND ORBITAL FLOOR SCRUBBER

Clean practically any hard floor surface with the M20 Orbital
Scrubber. Ideal for daily cleaning or chemical-free floor finish
removal. The rectangular style pad is installed and removed
without tools to allow ease when switching between different pads,
depending upon the application’s needs. The squeegee blades
can be rotated or flipped without tools. Steel frame construction
and durable components. Simplify maintenance with easy access
to the battery and recovery tank. Traction drive speed controlled
with easy to use ''Drive Speed Control'' thumb dial. Easily operate
and maneuver with push button forward and toggle reverse. Clean
any hour of the day with approved sound levels less than 67 dBA.
Increase productivity with over 2.5 hours of run time between
dump and refill.
PJP#
299206

MFG#

Description

Pack

M20R

20'' Path, 16 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

PARTS/ACCESSORIES
PJP#
299216
299217
299218

MFG#
XS011
TXPS008
TXPS70620PS

Description

Pack

Battery Pack, Wet 95 Ah
Onboard Charger, Wet 15A CEC
Round Disk Brush, Light Grit, 20''

1/ea.
1/ea.
1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
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FLOOR CARE
SPORT FLOOR SCRUBBER DRYER

Tomcat's SPORT is known for its simple design and durable construction,
offering unmatched value. Available in either as a Pad Assist or Traction
version. The SPORT is easy to maneuver into tight areas and simple to service.
The deck is protected by steel guards and large polyurethane rollers to keep
the unit from marking walls. Comes with disk head, a popular choice for most
general cleaning applications.
PJP#
299204

MFG#

15526TD
		

Description

Pack

w/Traction Drive, Disk, 26'' Path,
13/15 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

ZERO3® ONBOARD AQUEOUS OZONE PACKAGE

Aqueous Ozone is a chemical-free, all-natural effective cleaner, deodorizer
and sanitizer. Creates a powerful, on-demand cleaning solution for your floors.
PJP#
299215

MFG#

Description

Pack

15570

ZERO3® Onboard Aqueous Ozone Package Option

1/ea.

PARTS/ACCESSORIES
PJP#
299214
299213

MFG#

Description

Pack

15501
15513382D

Onboard Charger, Wet 24V/27A
Brushes w/Pad Driver, 13'', Set of 2

1/ea.
1/ea.

CARBON SCRUBBER DRYER

This floor scrubber dryer comes equipped with a traction drive, which
includes a powerful all-gear transaxle for climbing ramps and max
operator ease. Easy to maneuver into tight areas and simple to service.
The deck is protected by steel guards and large polyurethane rollers
to keep the unit from marking walls. Features EDGE scrub heads, for
maintaining and stripping floor finish.
PJP#
299203

MFG#
17528TE

		

Description

Pack

Scrubber w/Traction Drive,
EDGE, 28'' Path

1/ea.

SANITATION PACKAGE

Package for CARBON scrubber with a standard setup of options: Spray
Wand w/V-tip plumbed to chemical reservoir for disinfectant use, green
antimicrobial tanks and ZerO3® Aqueous Ozone System.
PJP#
299210

MFG#
175SNT

Description

Pack

Sanitation Package Option

1/ea.

PARTS/ACCESSORIES
PJP#
299209
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MFG#
17501

Description

Pack

Onboard Charger, Wet 24V/27A

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

FLOOR CARE

AS5160T WALK-BEHIND FLOOR SCRUBBER

This walk-behind battery powered automatic scrubber lays down cleaning
solution, scrubs and vacuums away dirty solution, leaving floors clean and dry in
one pass. Intuitive control panel with hour meter and battery capacity display.
Brush and pad driver can be uninstalled automatically. Speed reducing gear
drive system of the traction drive ensures smooth operation with minimum
effort. Heavy duty cast aluminum squeegee assembly for efficient water pick-up.
Onboard charger for convenient battery charging.
PJP#
229232

MFG#
56384815

		

PARTS/ACCESSORIES
PJP#
229233

MFG#
VF90417

Description

Pack

20'' Path, 16 gal. Solution/Recovery,
105 Ah AGM

1/ea.

Description

Pack

Disc Brush, 20''

1/ea.

AS6690T WALK-BEHIND SCRUBBER

This walk-behind scrubber prioritizes smart performance,
simple design, and user-friendly operation for cleaning medium
to large sized facilities. Equipped with dual-brush decks for
fast, effective cleaning. Eco mode greatly extends battery run
time for greater productivity. Silent mode allows for cleaning in
noise sensitive areas and is ideal for daytime cleaning. Traction
drive for increased productivity while reducing operator
fatigue. Designed for quick and convenient tools free daily
maintenance requirements.
PJP#
MFG#
229234 AS6690T312
		
		

Description

Pack

Scrubber w/Traction Drive, 26'' Path,
22/24 gal., Solution/Recovery,
312 Ah AGM

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
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FLOOR CARE
SC1500™ STAND-ON
SCRUBBER

Designed to provides
a flexible, extremely
maneuverable and
compact solution for
small to medium-sized
areas. The REV™ system
employs patented
Dual Random Orbital
Scrubbing technology,
which scrubs deeper and
more uniformly to leave a
perfectly scrubbed surface
with no swirl marks while using far
less water and chemicals. Simple operation with
all scrubbing parameters - detergent strength, brush pressure,
solution flow and vacuum are all controlled with a single button
and are clearly displayed on the easy-to-read, LCD graphical
display. The EcoFlex System controls the consumption of
detergent so effectively that real savings can be gained without
compromising performance. With a single button, effortlessly
switch between chemical-free cleaning or select from weak to
strong cleaning intensities to match cleaning performance to the
soil on the floor and the required level of clean. Flip-up lid and tiltback tank provides easy access to the recovery tank, debris catch
cage, batteries and EcoFlex™ cartridge.
PJP#
299222

MFG#
56104012

		

Description

Pack

12/12.5 gal. Solution/Recovery,
20'' Path, w/REV™ System

1/ea.

ADVENGER® REV™
RIDE-ON SCRUBBER

Combines versatility, productivity
and sustainability all in one
efficient platform. For deep
scrubbing needs, the Advenger®
REV™ can also remove floor
finish in a single pass. The
onboard EcoFlex System
controls the consumption of
water, detergent and energy
so effectively that real savings
can be gained without compromising performance. Effortlessly
switch between water-only cleaning or various cleaning intensities
to match cleaning performance to the soil on the floor and the
required level of clean. Built-in squeegee hanging system on back
of tank allows easy machine transfer and tank drying. Constructed
with heavy-duty steel components for reliability and long life.
Adjustable steering column easily configures to driver’s height.
MFG#
56601895

Description

28/29 gal. Solution/Recovery
		
28'' Path, w/REV™ System

8

Pack
1/ea.
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LIBERTY SC50
AUTONOMOUS
SCRUBBERDRYER

Safety-certified,
fully autonomous
and designed for
consistent results
with minimal
oversight, this unit
allows operators
to focus on tasks
that benefit the
most from valuable
human effort, and
provides the means
for unmatched productivity in any cleaning operation. The
Liberty SC50 gives you programmable floor care that adapts to
your needs. Three distinct cleaning modes give you the power
to optimize productivity, and as the world’s only 3rd-party
certified autonomous cleaning solution, it’s ideal for operation
in a variety of populated environments. Operates in tandem
with the included TrackClean™ fleet-management system,
which gives you 24/7 access to operational data and provides
oversight of cleaning activity at a given location.
MFG#
56104507

Description

15/14 gal. Solution/Recovery
		
20'' Path, w/REV™ System

Pack
1/ea.

PRO RIDE-ON
SCRUBBER

High Performance
motors and down
pressure provide an
unmatched standard
of cleaning. Brushes
are individually driven for
unmatched performance. Gimballed
drivers improve cleaning on irregular floors. The control panel
uses off-the-shelf toggle and marine-duty switches and
features universal icons which simplifies training. The fill system
features a retractable hose for easy filling on standard sinkfaucets and a stainless screen for bucket filling. Squeegee
adjustments are made simple with quick a change squeegee
latch that allows for tool-free maintenance. The vacuum
muffler allows machine to consistently achieve as low as 67 dB
while thoroughly drying the floor.
MFG#
545-26TD

Description

22/23 gl. Solution/Recovery
		
26'' Path, Disc

Pack
1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

CARPET CARE
RESTORE™ SPOT
CARPET EXTRACTOR

An ultra-portable, commercial-grade carpet
extractor. 5' hose is ideal for spot-cleaning
carpet, stairs, area rugs, upholstery and
other hard to reach areas. Powerful suction
and 6'' scrub brush work in tandem on deep
dirt and stains. Tank is removable and easy to fill and empty.
Includes 8 oz. bottle of Ultimate Carpet Cleaner + OXY (SC25A).
PJP#
299154

MFG#

Description

Pack

SC6060A

6'' Path, 0.75 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

CEX410
SELF-CONTAINED
CARPET EXTRACTOR

A professional self-contained and silent carpet extractor. With
its excellent cleaning performance, you can maintain textiles
like carpets and upholstery in an efficient and easy way, the
powerful vacuum motor ensures fast dry-time. The machine is
equipped with large capacity tanks made of ridged, chemical
resistant and environmentally friendly polyethylene. The handle
can easily be adjusted for different operator heights to obtain
an ergonomic working position. Easy to maintain and service,
with no tools needed.

RESTORE™ UPRIGHT
CARPET EXTRACTOR

A commercial-grade carpet cleaner equiped
with a two motor system. A large rotating brush
penetrates carpet fibers to extract deep-down
dirt. A powerful vacuum motor provides edgeto-edge suction. Cleans in both forward and
backward passes for increased productivity and
quick dry time. Features large removable tanks
and a long-reach 9' hose with 6'' hand tool for
hard-to-reach areas. Includes two (8 oz.) bottles
Ultimate Carpet Cleaner with OXY (SC25A).
PJP#
MFG#
299152 SC6100A

PJP#
229237

MFG#
50000545

Description

Pack

16'' Path, 9/6 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

of

Description

Pack

101/2'' Path, 1.75/2 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

UPHOLSTERY TOOL KIT

Includes a hand tool and an extendable hose and solution line.
PJP#
229239

ES300™ XP
CARPET EXTRACTOR

Choose from three cleaning modes
(LIFT, Deep Clean and Pre-Treat)
that can be quickly engaged from
the control panel. Work longer without
emptying and refilling with the increased
tank capacity. Improve air quality and
reduce the risk of mold and allergens
thanks to the fast 30 minute carpet
dry time while in LIFT mode. Frontmounted drain hose, integrated hand
tool, adjustable handle for increased
maneuverability. Conveniently store and
maintain this carpet extractor thanks to the
compact design.
PJP#
299224

MFG#
56265500

Description

Pack

25''-100'' Hose, 4 '' Tool Path
3/
4

1/ea.

WAND & HOSE KIT

Carpet cleaning wand and hose kit for Viper CEX410 extractors.

Description

Pack

16'' Path, 9/7 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

MFG#
VV81250

PJP#
229238

MFG#
VV81316

Description

Pack

8' Hose, 10'' Tool Path

1/ea.
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CARPET CARE

EON® QUIETCLEAN®
UPRIGHT VACUUM

EON® ALLERGEN
UPRIGHT VACUUM

Engineered to meet the demands of
commercial cleaning. It has earned the CRI
Gold Seal of Approval and is a sealed HEPA
system that delivers an exceptional clean.
This easy to maintain vacuum provides a
low cost of ownership with no-tool assembly,
no-tool brush roll change, clog and bag-full
indicator lights and a quick-change pigtail
cord. 4.1 quart capacity. 105 CFM. 10A.

The first commercial vacuum to be
certified Asthma and Allergy friendly®
by the Asthma and Allergy Foundation
of America. This unit delivers an
exceptional clean with a sealed HEPA
system and CRI Gold Seal of Approval.
LEED qualified at just 68 dBA for 24/7
Do Not Disturb performance. 4.1 quart
capacity. 105 CFM, 10A.
PJP#
299150

MFG#
SC5505A

Description

Pack

12'' Path

1/ea.

PJP#
299144

MFG#
SC5500A

Description

Pack

12'' Path

1/ea.

See page 13
vacuum
for backpack
bags!
replacement

TRADITION™ UPRIGHT VACUUM

A durable, lightweight upright featuring
a large capacity shake out bag and
commercial-grade performance from
an 840 watt motor. Features tool-free
brushroll replacement, belt replacement
and metal clip bag-release system for
ease of use and maintenance. Weighs just
15.4 lbs. Comes with a 2,000 hour motor,
shake out bag and chrome brushroll with
replaceable bristle strips. 50' cord. 18 quart
capacity. 145 CFM. 7A.

TRADITION® UPRIGHT VACUUM

This lightweight upright is made for heavyduty cleaning of large areas of carpet in
a short time. A reusable, shake out bag
offers a large capacity. The motor is built
to last. Features a double ball-bearing,
True Balance Brushroll, guaranteed to be in
balance and provide superior cleaning. 30'
cord. 18 quart capacity. 120 CFM. 5A.
PJP#
299140
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MFG#
SC679J

Description

Pack

12'' Path

1/ea.

WWW.PJPONLINE.COM | 800.992.3430

PJP#
299142

MFG#
SC684F

Description

Pack

12'' Path

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

CARPET CARE

MPWR™ 40V CORDLESS UPRIGHT VACUUM

An ideal combination of power and performance. Auto-stop feature disengages power to
the brushroll and motor when the machine is on in the upright position. Hush mode for less
disruption for guests. Boost mode for higher performance when and where you need it.
Runtime - 49 minutes Hush Mode, 30 minutes Boost Mode. 9.87 quart capacity.
PJP#
299158

MFG#
CH95519

Description

Pack

13'' Path

1/ea.

See page 13
vacuum
for backpack
bags!
replacement

MPWR™ 40V CORDLESS BACKPACK VACUUM

30% lighter weight helps reduce fatigue over extended hours for quicker more
efficient cleaning. Ergonomic harness offers the ideal combination of power and
performance and helps users clean more efficiently. Includes crevice tool, dusting
brush, hard floor tool, carpet tool. Runtime - 45 minutes (HUSH)/26 minutes (Boost).
PJP#
299156

MFG#
CH93619

Description

Pack

6 qt., w/Tools

1/ea.

MPWR™ 40V BATTERY SYSTEM

Offers swap and go flexibility to seamlessly recharge and replace batteries
among multiple uprights and backpacks. Hi/Low temperature monitoring prevents
overheating. Features auto charging and discharging termination. Sleep Mode helps
to regulate temperature. Surge protection helps prevent damage to the battery
cells. Maximum charge time regulator protects the battery. Works with MPWR™ 40V
Cordless Upright and MPWR™ 40V Cordless Backpack
PJP#
299164
299166

MFG#
CH17360
CH07150

Description

Pack

Battery, 40V, 6 Amp Hour
Fast Charger, 40V

1/ea.
1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
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CARPET CARE

PROFORCE® 1500XP
HEPA UPRIGHT VACUUM

PROGEN® 12 UPRIGHT VACUUM

Uses a high efficiency exhaust filter and
organically treated Intercept Micro Filter
capture up to 99.77% of dust mites, pollen,
viruses, and bacteria 1 micron and larger. An
electronic system performance indicator alerts
the operator to a full filter, airflow restriction
or jammed brush roll. Super stretch-hose and
convenient quick release wand make detail
cleaning and hard-to-reach areas easy.
Includes a 50' safety-yellow power cord, HEPA
filter exhaust, quick release cord dump,
ergonomic padded handle grip, 3-way
power switch and on-board detail tools.

Durable construction and no-tools
maintenance assure low cost of ownership.
Animated dashboard alerts user to airflow
block or brush roll jam. Clean hard to
reach areas with a 24'' wand and hose
that stretches to 8'. Low profile powerhead
allow easy cleaning under furniture. Clear
blockages and remove brush roll without
using tools. Includes 50'L safety-yellow
power cord, patent pending Snap Lock
Lid, HEPA filters, quick release cord dump,
ergonomic lightweight handle and onboard detail tools.
PJP#
299125

MFG#
107329

Description

Pack

12'' Path

1/ea.

PJP#
299126

MFG#
107252

Description

Pack

15'' Path

1/ea.

See page 13
vacuum
for backpack
bags!
replacement

SUPER COACH PRO® 6 & 10 BACKPACK VACUUMS

Ergonomic backpack design with patent pending FlexFit™ articulating harness
increases range of motion, reduces fatigue and improves productivity. The triangular
shape fits closer to the body and moves with the user, reducing the chance of
bumping into doorways, walls or furniture. The die-cast aluminum tri-latch system
assures air performance. Four Level Filtration w/HEPA captures 99.97 percent of
particulates 0.3 microns or larger, including fine carbon dust from the motor, for
improved IAQ. Includes 1-1/2'' Static-dissipating vacuum hose, a 50' extension cord
and (2) Intercept Micro® Filters.
PJP#
299120
299121

12

MFG#
107308
107304
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Description

Pack

6 qt., w/Xover Floor Tool Kit B (107098)
10 qt., w/Xover Floor Tool Kit B (107098)

1/ea.
1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

CARPET CARE
GREEN KLEAN® REPLACEMENT VACUUM BAGS

Green Klean® replacement vacuum bags use the highest quality
Micro-Plus filter media. Designed specifically for commercial
use, they are always equal to, or exceed OEM quality. Each bag is
printed to easily identify the vacuum it fits.

FOR UPRIGHT VACUUMS
PJP#
MFG#
299014 GKCMASTR

Description

Pack

For Advance Spectrum
& Clarke CarpetMaster
For Minuteman Phenom 15 & 18
For Tornado CV30 & CV38 - HEPA
For Windsor Sensor/Versamatic Plus

10/cs.
10/cs.
10/cs.

PJP#
MFG#
Description
299016 GKSCOACH6 For ProTeam Super Coach PRO 6 qt.
299018 GKSCOACH
For ProTeam Super Coach PRO 10 qt.

10/cs.
10/cs.

		
299002 GKCARPTWN
299008 GKBREEZ
299004 GK5300

FOR BACKPACK VACUUMS

10/cs.

Pack

INTERCEPT MICRO® FILTER REPLACEMENT BAGS
FOR UPRIGHT VACUUMS
PJP#
299127
299015

MFG#
103483
107377

Description

For ProForce™ Uprights
For ProGen™ Uprights

Pack

10/pk.
10/cs.

INTERCEPT MICRO® FILTER REPLACEMENT BAGS
FOR BACKPACK VACUUMS
PJP#
299128

MFG#
100331

Description

For Super Coach PRO 10 qt.

MICRO FILTERS FOR BACKPACK VACUUMS
PJP#
299011
299013

MFG#
107314
107313

Description

For Super Coach PRO 6 qt.
For Super Coach PRO 10 qt.

Pack

10/pk.

Pack
10/pk.
10/pk.

SANITAIRE® RL PREMIUM REPLACEMENT BAGS
FOR UPRIGHT VACUUMS

Fits Models: Sanitaire EON SC5500, SC5505, S5000 Series upright
vacuums.
PJP#
299160
299162

MFG#
68104
68105

Description

Pack

Paper Bags + Dust Caps
Synthetic Bags

5/cs.
5/cs.
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CARPET CARE
MAXXI II™ 35 WET/DRY VACUUM

Featuring a unique filter system, the Maxxi II-35 offers one solution for both wet and dry filtration.
Designed with three durable components, the filter completely seals entry to the motor, protecting the
motor from dust, debris, water or other liquids. Once the job is complete, the filter can be easily lifted
out of the vacuum for a simple rinse, then replaced and ready for the next job in a matter of minutes.
The Maxxi II-35 wet/dry vacuum offers simple and reliable operation. The lightweight design ensures
easy transportation. For enhanced performance, the Maxxi II-35 offers a variety of standard accessories,
ranging from hoses and wands to squeegees and dusting tools. Hinge motor head lifts off for quick
access to the motor. Tip n' pour design allows for easy tank emptying. Rugged and powerful 1,100 Watt
motor maximizes cleaning capacity in a variety of applications. Simple foot pedal squeegee release.
Easy-to-install front-mount squeegee enables easy water pick-up in forward and backward directions.
PJP#
229243

MFG#
107409095

Description

Pack

9 gal./4 gal.

1/ea.

SHOVELNOSE WET/DRY VACUUM

24'' front-mount squeegee. 1.17 hp motor. 9' vacuum hose. 50' safety yellow
power cord. Standard 5-piece contractor tool kit includes: crevice tool,
dusting brush, wet and dry pick-up tools and a 3-piece stainless steel wand.
PJP#
229242

MFG#
SNW18D

Description

Pack

24'' Path, 18 gal.

1/ea.

AM2400D™ AIR MOVER

An induction motor with thermal protection delivers up to
2,400 CFM air flow while minimizing energy usage. Four position
settings provide flexibility for directing air movement while the
built-in power outlet allows for daisy-chaining up to three units
for maximum efficiency. Lightweight, compact and stackable.

FLEXIBLE TROLLEY KIT

Easily transport air movers with this
wheeled trolley with retractable handle.
PJP#
229241
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MFG#
VV78406

Description

Pack

Black

1/ea.
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PJP#
229240

MFG#
50000390

Description

Pack

3-Speed, 2000/2200/2400 CFM

1/ea.

9355 BLUE GRASS ROAD PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114

RESTROOM CARE

ALL CLEANER™ XP ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

The All Cleaner™ XP offers touch-less cleaning all in a compact unit. The automatic
chemical system, indoor pressure washer, powerful liquid recovery vacuum and
stretch hoses offer a significant upgrade over hand-cleaning. All standard tools
and other cleaning accessories are integrated neatly into the compact design.
Operators can easily maneuver the unit in restrooms, stairwells and other tight
spaces. Charged with 500 psi (34 bar) of power-spraying punch, the All Cleaner
XP gives you the ability to blast away grit and grime without actually having
contact with the dirt. The machine sets up for cleaning quickly and easily. Breaking
down when finished cleaning is just as simple with plenty of useful storage and
organization features. 97 CFM.
MFG#
56381594

Description

Pack

20/12 gal. Solution/Recovery

1/ea.
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ELECTROSTATIC
SPRAYERS

CLOROX® TOTAL 360®
ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYER SYSTEM

The revolutionary Clorox® Total 360® System is an electrostatic sprayer
paired with Clorox® trusted solutions. It provides superior coverage through
proven electrostatic technology and delivers Clorox® disinfectants and
sanitizers onto hard-to-reach surfaces. The Clorox® Total 360® System helps
keep your facility healthier while also saving you time, money and labor.
PJP#
290000

MFG#
60025

Description

Pack

Complete System

1/ea.

ANYWHERE® HARD SURFACE SANITIZING SPRAY

For use with Clorox Total 360™ Electrostatic Sprayer. Sanitizes hard, nonporous,
nonfood-contact surfaces in one minute. Sanitizes hard, nonporous food-contact
surfaces in two minutes. Kills 99.9% of bacteria on hard, nonporous surfaces.
Controls the growth of odor-causing bacteria. NSF listed.
PJP#
153023

MFG#
31651

Description

Pack

1 gal.

4/cs.

SPORE10 DEFENSE™ CLEANER DISINFECTANT

Kill C. difficile spores in hard-to-reach places with Spore Defense™ Cleaner
Disinfectant and the Clorox® Total 360® System. With low odor and broad surface
compatibility, this new sporicidal solution can be used throughout the facility.
PJP#
153024

MFG#
32122

Description

Pack

1 gal.

4/cs.

TOTAL 360® DISINFECTANT CLEANER

Kills 99.9% of bacteria in 5 seconds. 20 organism claims: Kills cold and flu viruses,
MRSA and norovirus in 2 minutes or less. One-step disinfecting, eliminates odors
and sanitizes soft surfaces.
PJP#
153021
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MFG#
31650

Description

Pack

1 gal.

4/cs.
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ELECTROSTATIC
SPRAYERS
PROTEXUS CORDLESS ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYER

Combines electrostatic delivery with advanced battery technology that empowers you to effectively
disinfect more thoroughly and with less training than ever before. A unique three-tiered applicator
nozzle is easily adjusted to change droplet size, accommodating any product's labeling requirement.
Ideal for sanitizing, disinfecting, odor control, pesticides, coatings, etc. A 16.8 volt lithium ion battery
system allows the convenience of cord-free cleaning for approximately four hours of use. Electrostatic
charge can be disabled or enabled as needed. A tool-free adjustable nozzle provides versatility.
PJP#
290010

MFG#
PX200ES

Description

Pack

Complete Sprayer

1/ea.

PROTEXUS CORDLESS ELECTROSTATIC BACKPACK SPRAYER

This lightweight and portable system is designed around optimal disinfecting and sanitizing
chemistries. It maximizes efficiency with the ability to disinfect or sanitize up to 4 times greater
surface area than traditional cleaning programs in no additional time. It also reduces infection
rates through more proactive and comprehensive disinfection procedures. Provides touchless
disinfection or sanitization of full rooms in under 3 minutes. This system is quiet, making it suitable
for use in any environment. The removable tank holds 2.25 gallons and offewrs up to 10,000 square
feet of coverage per tank. A lithium battery provides up to 4 hours of continuous run time.
PJP#
PX300ES

Description

Pack

Complete Backpack Sprayer

1/ea.

PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS ELECTROSTATIC HANDHELD SPRAYER

Cordless convenience allows for effortless movement room to room. A patented electrostatic charge
penetrates chemical providing a thin even spray pattern on all surfaces. The 3-in-1 nozzle lets you
set the spray particle size to match your application. An Easy Fill HDPE 33.8oz refillable tank allows
you coat up to 2800 square feet on 40 micron setting. The Victory 16.8V Lithium-Ion battery allows
you to run between 20-80 tanks on a single charge. This unit weighs only 5.9 lbs. with a full tank.
ALSO INCLUDES our new, more versatile soft-sided worksite storage bag. This upgrade comes with
practical, time-saving benefits, including upright, leak-free storage (no disassembly needed) and
extra storage space for an additional tank or battery.
PJP#
290018		

MFG#
VP200ESK

Description

Pack

Complete Handheld Sprayer

1/ea.

PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS ELECTROSTATIC BACKPACK SPRAYER

Designed to allow the professional to cover up to 23,000 square feet on a single tank of
fluid (coverage per tank is determined by internal testing using flow rate and particle
size). In addition, it is designed to save time and labor, spray less liquid, and cover more
surfaces. Victory Sprayers’ patented technology provides an electrical charge to solutions,
allowing them to wrap conductive surfaces with an effective and even coverage. Doublecharged particles envelope all conductive surfaces – shadowed, vertical and underneath.
Removable Easy Fill HDPE tank holds 2.25 gallons of chemical. Cordless convenience allows
for effortless movement room to room. A 3-in-1 nozzle allows you to set particle size to
match your application. 4 foot hose with quick release valve allows for comfortable reach
and maximum maneuverability.
PJP#
290016
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MFG#

Description

Pack

VP300ES

Complete Backpack Sprayer

1/ea.
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